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EDITORIAL

Calvin in Context: The Idolatry of the Fact
Calvin has arrived at the end of yet another year. Where has she
arrived or where is she going at the end of the year nineteen hundred and
ninety-three, some four hundred years-give or take a few-since John's
day in Geneva? The question festers: How should those of us who trod the
halls of one of the most inexpensive Christian colleges (weighing in at
approximately $4,980 a semester) understand her?
If we examine historical facts in search of an answer, the weight of
history crushes us. Understanding Calvin College as the result of a long
historical chain of cause and effect easily gives rise to a trite summary like
this: The Christ Event factually caused the institutionalized church-the
Holy Roman Pope and all his henchmen-which had a 1500 year party.
Much to the Pope's chagrin, the party was crashed by Luther, Calvin, and
Zwingli who had one too many Papal Bulls for their good consciences
(some people have higher tolerance for Papal Bulls than others). This fact
is followed by another fact that the Reformation provided a foundation
which factually caused the appearance of countless Christian sects over the
last five hundred years-Quakers who did it with everyone, Shakers who
did it with no one, Anabaptists, Huguenots, Charismatic Catholics,
Southern Baptists, the PCA, the OPC, the EPC, the UPC, Jews for Jesus,
Jews for J, Rastafarians, Jehovahs Witnesses, Mormons, Contemporary
Christian Culturites who drive around in Cadillac Eldorados with bumper
stickers that say JESUS IS AWESOME, and of course, Calvin College and
the Concerned Members of the CRC. To translate my run on miasma of
diverse dogmas into Henry Ford's summation of linear history, fact: since
the reformation, if not the time of Christ, it's just one d#@% Christian sect
after another.
Usually the "doctrinally sound" faith understands the "doctrinally
shaky" heretical aberration of faith as overlooking the historical and
factual core of Christian belief. In regards to the Bible, the "doctrinally
sound" sect performs an amazing intellectual task. The orthodox remove
what they understand to be the glossy veneer of an ancient and foreign
culture so to define the facts of Christian faith, which the heretic denies.
During the last half of the twentieth century, there has been a renewed
awareness that one cannot speak of facts apart from interpretation. The
coherent assimilation of the "facts," i.e. History, is a creative process which
depends a great deal on one's focus. History is 'created' in that a narrative
(story) is constructed. This narrative involves discernment of cause and
effect, selection, and judgement.
With the complex process involved in the creation of history,

returning to the past and distinguishing between the
literal and the myth is incredibly difficult, if not
impossible. Facts and metaphors often blend together
in uncanny ambiguity. The complexity involved in the
creation of history recognizes an important "truth":
Different aspects of the past will present themselves to
different investigators. Historians have no way of
knowing that they access
neutral, value-free,
historical events; in fact, it would be contrary to
common sense to think one could do this.
The awareness that one cannot speak of "facts"
apart from interpretations and presuppositions has an
intriguing effect on understanding Calvin College and
diverse Christian dogma. While this college consumes
itself in the noble, yet inevitably narcissistic, academic
task of intellectualizing upon the foundation of
countless created histories, it surfs on an absurd and
ineffable tidal wave created from a Paradoxical Event
that took place two thousand years ago. To quote
Kierkegaard, "faith's absurdity makes all petty
difficulties [in this case the plethora of "heretical"
religious sects] vanish. Inconsistencies which would
otherwise be disconcerting do not count for anything."
When one lessens the focus on the "literal" and
"factual" and embraces the absurdity of Faith (to
believe that God appeared as a man, taught and died
among us), the conflict between the heretic and the
orthodox takes on a n·e w image. Those heretical, often
frenetic, aberrations of faith blur while Calvin comes
into focus in a proper context. Understanding Calvin
through the lens of an absurd faith dissolves the
progression of one d@#% Christian sect following
another. This time, if one appeals to Henry Ford's
cyclical version of history, fact: The history of
dogmatic diversity is an expression of Grace over and
over again. Calvin College? Same as she ever was,
riding the wave of Grace.
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Guardian Angels
soapstone

Outside Chicago
Night-driving, hunting, exiled in the suburbs,
I reeled off miles of parking lots,
so many lights we might be
milking the stars dry to ·feed them.
Well, the whisky, cigarette, video porn
will be safe to buy in the glaring stores
and money safe to have its way with us
under the flag of those who love money.
What they love, I hate: what else is this
but exile? What is the patriot' s emotion?
Shame. I'd have driven a long way
to walk in Audubon's darkness
running with streams of stars,
as we did once, and drank their milk.

-Lionel Basney
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Mourning /Morning
plaster

Creed of the Pursued
a nursery rhyme

"I don't believe in Poetry
Nor Meter, nor in Rhyme"
"Nor Cupid, nor in Coquetry, "

The cheery Cherubs chime

"If Beauty Comes or Beauty Fades

It's all the same to me"
Mascara masked her Masquerade
and bade her blindly see

-Heidi Vande Voort
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FISHES
By Matthew- Getze

Mommi says I talk good English evin if I onli ben
hee'uh 2 yee'uhs. Daddi and Momrni ben living hee'uh all
they'uh lifes and 'dopted me from Kowea wen I was 6
yee'uhs old. Wite now we aw on a twip. I fu' get wat
Daddi calls this place but the let'uhs on the big sine spells
"Monterey Bay Aquarium." The oshen smells weel
stwong hee'uh. I wanna see the fishes and wat'uh now,
but Mornrni says to wate fuh the ladi at the desk to take us
awound. She says to move ot of the doh-way so my

weelcha'uh don't get in peeple's way. Peeple aw walking
by and looking funni at me. The ladi fwom the desk is
coming to me. She smiles weel big. Says, "Hello sweetie.
Are you excited? Do you want to see the fishy-wishies
now? I'll bet you just can't wait." I'm kinda sca'ud of huh
caus huh face is supa close to me. I don't ans'uh. She
says, "Would you like me to push you?" Daddi says hes
gonna push me and to take us to the fishes. She says "Ok"
and stawts walking and we go behind huh. Daddi pushes
me 'caus I don't like to push miself in fwont of peeple.
Mommi says I shuld stawt pushing miself now, but I get
sca'ud that Mommi and Daddi and Wobby and Aleesha
and Vu' onica aw gonna leev me. We go in big, big wooms
now. The walls aw bwown and have supa big windows.
The windows have big wat'uh and weel neet fishes. I like
tu'tuls and seels caus seels aw fuhni. They have funni
wiskas like my cats. They make funni noeses and me and
Wobbie make them too. Aleesha makes them too and me
and Wobbie laff caus she looks funni when she dos it. My
favuhit fish is the sting way caus it looks like a awoplane.
They'uhs a supa big window with big, big shawks. I'm
sca'ud they'uh gonna bwake the window and eat us.
They'uhs lots of peeple. The kids look at me and not the
fishes. They point at me and they'uh mommies talk to
them and point at the fishes. I don't look at the kids caus
the fishes aw neet'uh. But I feel wee'ud wen peeple look
at me and I'm kinda sca'ud. Mommi says wen peeple look
at me to smile, but they'uhs so many peeple who look at
me. I feel wee'ud and I don't wanna smile caus they'uh
not smiling at me. They look at me like I did somthing
bad. But I din't-I weely din't. We go bak to the fwont of
this place. I look at the gwound so I don't see peeple
looking at me. The ladi says, "I hope you folks had a
wonderful time." She comes to me agan and bwushes my
hay'uh ot of my eyes. Huh face is weel close agan'. My
glasses get kinda foggi wen she talks. Says, "Hello
sweetie, you're a special little boy, I hope today was fun
fun fun." I shake my hed yes. I look at Mommi and she
looks mad. I don't no why. Mommi takes the ladi away
fwom us. She says somthing to huh and comes bale
Peeple look at huh and then me and a guhl points at me. I
feel wee'ud and bad and wanna cu 'wy. We go otside.
Mommi tells me the ladi thawt I was wetawded and talked
to me like I was. I says, "But I'm not mommi, I'm not."
She says she no and hugs me. "Next time, speak up and let
peeple know you're just like them, normal," she says.
"Please stop crying, honey."

*
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Spirit's Fire
wood, plexiglass, tin foil, gouache
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Winter Longing

Now snow showers kindle in the hills,
whirling like nebulae
along the line of the ridge.
When a pick-up grunts into town,
snow on the cab, in the bed I
"somewhere in the hills,"
I think, and a chill
of longing shakes me.
-Lionel Basney
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Patricia

Angeli
on

Irish

heatre
by Kirsten Kelly

Patricia Angelin is a professional actress, an eloquent Irish scholar and, for four
days, artist in residence at Calvin College. In October of this year Angelin gave a lecture
to the Calvin Theatre Company on Irish history, spoke to several classes and worked
intimately with the cast of Dancing at Lughnasa. She also performed an evening's worth
of dramatic literature, "Come Dance With Me In Ireland." A member of countless
professional acting unions, such as Actor's Equity and Screen Actor's Guild. Angelin
also an accomplished scholar in Irish history, languages and theatre.
Acording to Patricia, "Our generation-anybody who does not remember a time
when there wasn't television-is totally visually-oriented. We don't hear subtitles. We
play our music too loudly and assault our ears constantly; we have deadened ourselves.
When it comes to acting, to public speaking, to oral interpretation, we are disadvantaged.
We need to rediscover that God gave us ears and a vocal apparatus capable of so much
expression. This expression is a direct tap into our emotions and into the emotions of
others.''
Over lunch Patricia shared with me her thoughts on theatre, art, the Irish and life.

Can you tell me a little about Irish literature?
Irish literature is very vast. A lot of what we think of as English literature is in fact Irish
literature. Oliver Goldsmith, who wrote She Stoops to Conquer, was not English; he was
Irish. Edmund Burke was Irish. Jonathan Swift, Dean Swift of Gulliver's Travels, was
also Irish.

Let's talk about the works you chose for your performance here, "Come Dance with
me in Ireland."
I chose to read one work from the national epic of Ireland, "The Cattle Raid of Cooley."
It was "written" (it came from the Druidic period so it was actually passed on orally)
somewhere between 100 BC and 100 AD. One of the legends, clearly a Christianization,
tells of one of the pagan kings who raged and went into mourning upon hearing of the
crucifixion of Jesus.
There is this wonderful marriage in Celtic literature of Christianity with paganism.
When the Christians came they were extremely wise; they didn't persecute the native
population. They showed by example how wonderful the life of Christ was in them, and
so they won people over. It took time. They were opposed, naturally, as any human
creature might be, but it was a wonderful transition.
I also chose a Chaucerian baudy poem from the 18th Century Enlightenment called
The Midnight Court. It was originally written in Gaelic-in the English style- about the
women of Ireland taking the men of Ireland to the court of the queen of the fairies, and
prosecuting the men for not getting married at the proper age.

An Irish version of the Classic Greek play "Lysistrata?"
Somewhat, yes! The women complain that the men would rather make war, rather make
buildings-anything other than what God intended them to do, which is make love and
populate the world and take care of the women like they ought to do. The women wanted
this from the men rather than waiting for the men to grow ancient, only to have them take
a twenty-year-old for a bride.

What pulled you to study Irish languages, and later Irish theatre?
The music. My grandfather was Canadian, Scottish and Irish. He was a wonderful
violinist. Because he was untrained, he called himself a fiddler and he would never
dignify his playing by calling himself a violinist. He was extremely gifted and could have
played professionally if he'd had the resources. So there must have been this deep love
of music in him that communicated itself to me.
When I was about four years old, I remember dancing around the room in
Milwaukee, where we lived at the time, and my grandfather came to visit. I think I had
my little fairy costume on and my little wand in hand. So I'm dancing around in the
middle of the carpet like a little one does, and my grandfather is fiddling away at the old
Irish and Scottish airs. There were no words to them, but I think they just sank into my
body and spirit somehow. The Lord used that to inspire me, and out of the clear blue I
announced to everyone in the room, "When I grow up I'm going to Ireland!"
I'm not
sure I even knew what an Ireland was. All I did was announce that I was going, and
everybody stopped and looked at me and said, "Well that's very nice Patty, you do that."
So when I finished high school, I arranged to go.
I went to Trinity College of Dublin to study Gaelic and Celtic Languages. I was far
behind all of the other students who were there-most of them spoke Welsh, Breton,
Scots-Gaelic or Cornish. So I immersed myself in it and learned old Irish.

After you studied in Ireland you went on to work as a professional actress?
Yes. I'm an actor by craft; I'm trained. Having acted in many places and in many
different kinds of plays and films and television and voice-overs, I know I can do that. I'm
good at that and I can help other people be good at that.
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When did you know this?
Very late. It has always been there but I refused to recognize it. One of my theories of life
is that God gifts all of us with talents. (I know that is not unique to me and I don't mean
to present it as though it is.) Our task is to identify and utilize these talents for the good of
all God's people. The task becomes difficult because we frequently don't recognize what
our talents are. I think the easiest way for young people to identify their talents is to look
at themselves and say, "What am I good at? What comes easily and naturally to me?"
Whatever that is, that's a talent.
That's where the exploration begins for each individual. And usually, when we're
young, we resist that because we always want to go towards the opposite of what we're
naturally good at. It just goes back to Socrates' credo "know thyself."

Did you find yourself going against that instinct?
Well, I was always an actress, I think. I have always been able to become other peopleI have a chameleonic ability. Even when I am walking down the street, good friends of
mine will walk past me and not recognize me because I have my hair differently or I have
my glasses on or off. To an unusual degree I could do that and I hadn't recognized it. I
gave it no weight at all because I simply thought everybody could do that, and that's what
I think young people do. If we're good at something when we're seventeen, eighteen,
nineteen years old, it is so easy to say, "Yeah, well, what about it?"

When did you know your chameleonic ability was unusual?
I was a professional equity actress for a long time before I could figure this out. It took
being in equity companies where people weren't coming up to the standards before I
figured out that this was something not everybody could do.
An actor needs to be able to completely inhabit her or his character to the exclusion
of the audience. The actor must be, throughout the entire rehearsal process, completely
unaware of his or her own self. There can be no protecting of the actor from the audience,
and there can be no protecting of the actor-self from the other characters on the stage in
anyway that is not appropriate to the character.
I found that techniques of acting can be taught by example. These are the kinds of
thing I was doing one-on-one with the students here and in the cast of Dancing at
Lughnasa. Some of the things I was giving them were invaluable. They never would
have gotten them on their own, no matter how talented the individual. More experienced
actors need to work with less experienced actors. That's the way it has been done since
Thespus.
Yet there is something more, a God-given gift that cannot be taught. We all must
examine ourselves. When you open yourself up in the context of prayer, this gives insight
into yourself and appreciation for the gift that God has given no one else in creation but
you.

Especially for Christians, the general attitude is that the theatre is notoriously
secular.
All the more reason why good committed people are needed in it. We shouldn't ghettoize
ourselves as Christians either. I'm not saying that the work that's being done that way
isn't good; there is definitely a place for it. But there is also a need for some of us to go
out, alone, coming in and out of the Christian community for nurturance and work-but
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not carrying a banner that says "I AM A CHRISTIAN!"
People in New York, where the Enlightenment mentality is very prevalent and
everyone is extremely secular, would call themselves humanists. To my mind and heart it
is well-meaning but wrong-headed, because it removes the foundation Who we know is
and was and shall be. They will say, "Oh, you're religious." And I will always say, "Well,
let's define our terms; what is religion?" And usually by that time they're looking wary
and slightly arrested. "Everyone is religious," I say. "Everyone on the face of the earth
has religion-one's religion is one's philosophy of life."

What are some of the challenges you have faced in theatre because of your faith?
What would you say to someone who, having come from a nurturing Christian
theatre experience such as Calvin, decides to go work in professional theatre in New
York?
That's where the liberal arts education comes in. If you have your faith and a widelybased liberal arts education, wherein you have attempted to develop the whole person into
a whole person that has a moral, intellectual, emotional, and spiritual view of life, then
you are able to go out into any walk of life and stay whole. I don't think you need to stay
in a Christian theatre environment. As a matter of fact, I think that once you leave here it
is of great value to the world and to yourself to go into the extremely secular world with
nothing except your interior witness.

As an actress, scholar, wife and traveller, you have had a number of very different
experiences. How do you do it all and keep the focus on the right things?
I don't-Oh, I suppose one just does. I seem to need a lot of variety in my life.
Everybody needs it to a certain extent. I need the kind of nurturance that travel gives, and
I no longer fight that. When it is possible to go, I go. And when it is not possible to go
with acting, I write. And when I write, I think and I meditate. That is what has caused me
to be published. I would not have thought of myself as an author or a scholar; they have
simply come up. Those are graced-filled things that have happened in my life in between
acting. It shows God's action in my life because it's not actually something I have done.
It's something I've just been given.
Have I worked hard?
Of course.
Our
responsibility is to work hard, but we need to be
somewhat detached from the outcomes of the work.
You set the goal and you may or may not meet it.
We must be detached from the outcome in order for
God to work in our life.
Sometimes it takes difficult happenings and
difficult times for us to be pushed into opening
ourselves. For example, if I had been motivated
solely toward acting, during the times when I've
been ill, I've been injured, or I've had a serious
concussion, I would have been doing nothing but
fretting and stewing about the fact that I had
nothing to do when I wasn't acting, rather than
saying, "Okay, I have a concussion, I am in bed.
What can I do?" Sometimes we need to be nudged in
certain directions.

*
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the shadows dance a nice slow waltz
the tumbleweeds come play
walls stroll along the darkened walk
while furies might delay
a pocket lips, the whisper sprints
and frogs 'hop round the throne
a slithering staff cavorts on ice
the last jelly bean alone
swing clarion a trill for one
please bring the gold stamps soon
flight of misery undone
majestic sailboats croon

-David Noe
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t:l,__e Eyes 0£ Ke-vi=n._
convoluted account of what is in itself
a rather confusing and convoluted affair.
by Kevin Boer

The last day of school for our first term was April 7.
After the usual closing day festivities, I cleaned, packed, and
dawdled around until 3 PM. I hitched a lift to Lobatse, and
from there, straight to Gabarone. I hung out at the transit
house on the 8th and 9th with the other Peace Corps
Volunteers who were passing through for their holidays in
Zimbabwe, Namibia, Kenya, Tanzania, Mauritius, or
wherever. Only in the Peace Corps can one have exotic
holidays while only earning $1.65 an hour.
·
On the morning of the 10th, I got on the van for
Johannesburg. -We pulled into Johannesburg right around 3
PM. Things seemed quiet enough, considering I had just
arrived in one of the most violent cities in the world. My
introduction to this violence, however, was soon to come.

Oom (Uncle) Hendrik and his eldest
son Willem were there to meet me. As
soon as we got into the car, they both
reached under their shirts and pulled out
their pistols from concealed holsters.
They casually placed the guns in the glove
compartment.
(You
know
there's
something seriously wrong with a country
when two grown men feel it is necessary
to take their guns for picking up a relative
at a bus station.)
"Chris Hani was assassinated this
morning, and we're expecting trouble,"
they explained. Even with my skimpy
knowledge of South African politics I
recognized the name: Chris Hani, the
leader of the South African Communist
Party (SACP). On the 45 minute drive to
Pretoria, Oom Hendrik and cousin Willem
related to me their perception of the South
African political scene.
"Chris Hani was a communist and a
terrorist. He advocated violence and has
been responsible for the deaths of dozens
of people. When he was in exile in
Mozambique, he planned bombing raids
in Pretoria and elsewhere ... " Most of the
things
they
said
were
probably
indisputable.
Before taking over the
leadership of the SACP, Hani was in
charge of Umkhonto we Sizwe (Spear of
the Nation), the armed wing of the African
National Congress (ANC). I wondered
what the ANC and the SACP would have
said about Hani. But according to Oom
Hendrik and Willem, South Africa is
headed straight to hell in the hands of
black communists like Hani, who are
aided by an unholy alliance between the
ANC, the SACP, various left-wing labour
groups, and, ironically, the National Partyled white government.
How such
incompatible bedfellows could be helping
each other is a bit difficult to believe and
very hard to explain.
In Pretoria, I was treated to a royal
welcome, Africaaner style: lots of
relatives, meat, wine, and beer. Oom
Hendrik's children were. there, plus
spouses, and grandchildren. Family is as
important to Africaaners as it is to their

Dutch cousins around the world, so they
were all eager to meet one of the North
American clan albeit via the rather indirect
route of Nigeria and Botswana. They were
very friendly, jovial, hospitable, and fun to
be with.
So, why all the negative publicity in
the world press about this friendly group
of people? Well, I was only experiencing
the best side of Africaaners. After all, I'm
white, and they were my relatives. Still,
were all the bad things said about the
South African Boers really true?
Unfortunately, to a large extent, they were.
The conversation inevitably turned
to religion and politics, whli ch are
synonymous for the Africaaner. Excerpts
from their discussions on Chris Rani's
assassination included the following:
"Now there's one less swaartjie."
"He was asking for it. He moved
into one of the whitest, most conservative
areas in South Africa just to prove that
blacks can live anywhere they please now.
Whites and blacks simply cannot live
together, and this just proves it. He should
have stayed with his own people."
"Now the blacks will hold the whites
responsible for his murder and use this as
an excuse to kill more whites."
"He was a communist and he
deserved to die."
In all fairness, I should add that none
of these statements were said with any
particular hatred or venom. That is, I don't
think any of them consciously hate blacks
in general or any blacks in particular. But
having been raised in such an incredibly
sheltered cocoon of white domination,
they are almost incapable of thinking any
other way. Despite the fact that they live
in a country where 85% of the people are
black, the average Africaaner seems to
know as many blacks on a first-name basis
as he does Mongolians.
How is that possible? Quite easily:
Pretoria, for example, is 50% white, and
the government is
100% whiteexempting a handful of token black
policemen. Oom Hendrik and cousin
Willem both work for the Pretoria City
25

council and deal exclusively with whites.
Their colleagues are white, their friends
are white, they attend a white church, the
shopkeepers are white. Quite literally, the
only blacks they have contact with are
their gardeners, cleaning ladies, and gas
station attendants. The only blacks they
encounter through the
media are
outspoken, often militant, political
activists such as Nelson Mandela, Winnie
Mandela, and Chris Hani. They do not
have contact with the millions of black
South Africans who desperately seek
peace and compromise.
Of course,
ignorance is no excuse, and I am in no way
trying to justify apartheid.
But if
ignorance
brought
about
by
the
shelteredness of apartheid is no excuse,
perhaps it is a partial explanation of the
Africaaner's attitude towards blacks.
Perhaps the Africaaner himself is a victim
of the apartheid system he upholds, though
admittedly a somewhat privileged victim.
Back to the reunion. I'm afraid I
shattered a hallowed pillar of apartheid
and the cornerstone of the Africaaner
worldview. My relatives were astounded
by my situation in Botswana.
"How big is the school?"
"500 students."
"How many teachers?"
"25 ."
"How many of them are white?"
"Only one, actually, myself?"
"Do you feel safe?" .
"Safer than I ever felt in Grand
Rapids! I can walk by myself anytime of
the day; I leave my bicycle outside my
house, unlocked.
I leave my house
unlocked too."
They were amazed about my living
situation, as if I had told them I was living
with Martians. They assumed that people
with different color skin cannot live
together in peace.
After this shock, their brains went
into high gear searching for a plausible
explanation of this anomaly. How could
Botswana, filled as it is with blacks, be
peaceful, and how could the "natives" be
so accepting of a white? Of course26

here's the reason: Botswana has primarily
one tribe, so ethnic conflict is kept to a
minimum. In South Africa, we have an
artificially mixed country handed to us by
the British in which all the nations (tribes)
are forced to live together. Peace depends
on separation of tribes.
The next day was a two-piece suit
affair; we went to church. I had to borrow
an old suit and I looked like a time
traveller from the '70's. The church could
have been transplanted straight from
Groningen. The pulpit had been built in
the Netherlands in the 1800's and
transported by ship to the Cape and by ox
wagon to Pretoria. The service was a
solemn one hour affair of psalms, scripture
reading, and sermon. Judging by the
variety of ages, the Dutch Reformed
Church in South Africa managed to retain
its youth without compromising tradition.
After church I was given a quick
tour of Pretoria. The parliament buildings
were spectacular. The top of the hill
overlooked downtown Pretoria.
This
could have been a European city. Oom
Jan's comment about the parliament
buildings-delivered with a bit of a
snicker-was, "Nelson Mandela wants to
work here."
Monday we packed and left for
Middleburg, a two hour drive from
Pretoria, and spent a week at a camp with
friends of the Boers. The week was a
weird combination of having fun, learning
about Africaanerdom, and, unfortunately,
reinforcing stereotypes. We would go for
long hikes starting early in the morning.
After a hearty evening meal, we discussed
different topics. They covered evolution
(against it), apartheid (in favour), and one
night the elderly dominie treated us to an
evening
of
Africaaner
folklore.
Unfortunately, this was done in Africaans,
so I missed out on a lot.
For Africaaners, religion and politics
are often one and the same. I wondered
why they were all so fascinated with
evolutionary thinking, or, more precisely,
with debunking it. Willem, a self-taught
expert on Biblical chronology, has tons of

papers, pamphlets , discussions, lectures ,
and computer printouts on the topic.
Creation began on Sunday, March 19,
4001 BC (I can't remember what time of
day). It was all very fascinating-not
because any of it was particularly new
(this was the hot topic during my first two
years at Calvin), but because of the
vehemence with which they rejected
evolution
and
embraced
a
literal
interpretation of the Bible. I asked Willem
for an explanation of how the earth had
been created a mere
6000 years ago when
there are stars millions
of light years away.
That's
normally
enough ammunition to
send
the
average
creationist scurrying
for cover. Willem cited
a scholarly report given
by
two
Australian
physicists and endorsed
by
a
prominent
Stanford
physicist.
They argued that the
speed of light has been
declining.
If that is
true, then it is possible
that even those distant
stars came into being
6000 years ago.
But;
why
the
obsessions
with
evolution?
Not
surprisingly,
the
answer brings us back
to politics. According
to
Oom
Hendrik,
communism
holds L
evolutionism as one of its pillars. So,
disproving evolution is like pulling the rug
from under communism, supplying more
ammunition in the fight against black
majority rule under the ANC. It's not so
important that evolution might challenge
the accuracy of scripture; the fear is that as
beliefs in evolution spread, communism
will follow.
It wasn't only in these evening

discussions that the Africaaner worldview
became apparent. Casual conversations
during our hikes and at mealtimes were
also informative. One of the men in the
group, Geert Van Horn, typified for me
everything ugly about the Africaaner. I
simply could not believe some of the
things I heard him say: "Kevin, I don't
know if you've realized it or not, but have
you noticed how the African is like a
small child? You have to treat him firmly,
and if he gets out of line, you have to beat
him."
I don't think any of
his statements were
born of a particu_lar
hatred for blacks in
general, rather he is
ignorant when it comes
to race. After one of
his statements, I tried
to object, but he cut me
short.
"Shut
up,
you
Damn Yank. I'm sick
and
tired
of you
outsiders with your
own race problems
trying to solve ours for
us.
You deal with
yours, and we'll deal
with ours."
South
Africa's
unique race problem
relies on a particular
version
of
history
endemic
to
the
Africaaner worldview.
It is very hard to pick
out fact from fiction in
their particular version
of history. When white settlers first landed
at the Cape in 1652, the land they found
was sparsely occupied by only Hottentots
(now called the Khoi-Khoi) and Bushmen
(politically correct name: Basarsa). The
ancestors of the Bantu groups (the
Tswana, Zulu, Xhosa, Sotho, N debele,
etc.) were still to be found in Central
Africa. Later, they immigrated to South
Africa.
So, just as the Europeans
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immigrated to South Africa from Europe,
the blacks emigrated from central Africa.
Both groups are immigrants; this is
important because it disproves the black's
claim that they were here first and thus
have a historical right to the land. The
only so-called indigenous groups in South
Africa are the Hottentots and Bushmen.
After the British saw what great
potential South Africa had, they invaded
and took over the Cape region themselves.
They made the situation intolerable for the
other settlers, and so the freedom-loving
Africaaners
moved
northwards.
Since the
British kept encroaching
on Africaaner land and
freedoms, finally in 1838
a mass exodus occurred,
the culmination of which
was the founding of two
independent Africaaner
states, the Transvaal and
the Orange Free State.
The
Africaaners
were the first settlers, and
the blacks came into these
regions to look for work
on
white
farms.
Predictably, the British
were not long in coming,
this time attracted by the
incredible gold deposits
near Johannesburg. After
a series of unreasonable demands by the
British government, war was declared, and
the Transvaal and Orange Free State were
invaded by British troops. The second
Anglo-Boer War, as it came to be called,
was won by the British because of their
scorched earth tactics and barbaric
treatment of Boer women and children in
concentration camps.
It was only a short time before that
artificial entity, modern South Africa,
came into being. The union was artificial
because it consisted of incompatible
peoples: Boers, Britons, and some 13
different African tribes. All his wealth
having been destroyed in the Boer War, the
Africaaner was reduced to a penniless

pauper in his own land.
The Great
Depression in the 1930's caused further
hardship amongst the volk (people).
In the late 1940's, the National Party
was swept to power by the votes of the
disenfranchised,
disillusioned,
and
poverty stricken Africaaners. The Nats,
true to
their campaign promises,
committed themselves to the betterment of
the Africaaner. Thus, Africaaners were
promoted over British in the civil service,
key military posts were given to
Africaaner generals, and governmentcontrolled media began
promoting
Africaaner
1S
interests. All this was done
to prevent history from
repeating itself. That is, to
keep the British from once
again
swamping
the
Africaaners. The Africaaner
culture and way of life must
be
kept
alive.
The
Broederbond was formed as
another way of promoting
Africaanerdom: Through its
secret network of highly
placed officials, it could
•
exert control over the media,
religion,
politics,
government,
and
civil
•
1
1 S service.
Finally the system of
apartheid was instituted as
an honest realization of the situation
facing South Africa. All those different
racial groups could never hope to live in
peace,
so
a
policy of "separate
development" was pursued. Eventually,
each "nation" would have its own
territory, its own government, and would
be autonomous. This "wise" policy was
resisted by various "communist" groups
intent on seizing all of South Africa and its
wealth for themselves. Chief among these
was the ANC, now resorting to violence,
malting the country ungovernable.
So there you have it. Enough of this
history is true to lend it some credibility.
The region around the Cape was, in fact,
very sparsely inhabited in 1652. As
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settlers pushed inland, however, history
shows they largely ignored land claims of
the blacks. The usual procedure was to
seek out a good piece of land, estimate a
6,000 acre area, and declare it yours. Oom
Hendrik was quick to point out the
similarities between this system and the
westward push in North America. And, he
added, South Africa is the only example of
a country to which European settlers came
and did not exterminate whatever
indigenous population there may have
been. True enough-witness the USA,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and
South America. The most frustrating thing
I found was how little I could refute what
they said.
One of the most frustrating things
they said dealt with the world today.
Without looking too hard, you can easily
come up with at least a dozen examples of
brutal ethnic conflict; the former
Yugoslavia is the most widely spoken of
these days.
"You see," says the
Africaaner, "people of different races and
cultures cannot live together peacefully.
The same is true of South Africa." The
Africaaner continues, "We Africaaners
have a rich culture of Christianity. Our
nation is founded on principles of
Christianity and Democracy, two things
the
black
man
is
incapable
of
understanding. We must keep ourselves
separate, or we will be overcome by a
pagan culture." Whooahh! you say. A
Christian and Democratic nation? Hardly!
You must not forget the Africaaner's
definition of nation: an ethnic group. The
Africaaner
nation
is
founded
on
Christianity and Democracy for the
Africaaner.
When confronted by such an
argument, one is easily tempted to accept,
out of exasperanion, the Africaaner's
solution: to give h.im his own Volkstadt
and right to self-determination.
It is
tempting to let them have their Volkstadt,
build a large fence around it with one large
gate, and then lock it and throw away the
key.
But wait, a country with only
Africaaners? Impossible.

the troth

your hand-he said. -give me
your finger and i will upon its
innocent pale flesh sear forever
the mark of my possession.
- i turned, into the flame where
visions and shadows danced
in apocalyptic tragicomedy, and
desired myself within the
mystery of fire's being.

-but only my finger burns.

-Monique Bos

On the other hand, the world press
seems inclined to believe the ANC is the
best hope for everybody. I'm not so sure.
Maybe I've been tainted by my
association with the Boer Boers, but hear
me out. The ANC has some pretty radical
policies that they plan to implement if they
take power. Here's one: nationalization of
most industries so that the wealth can be
redistributed. This is one example of the
ANC's agenda; if history has taught us one
thing, radical policies do little to reform
and heal a country. The ANC has almost
everyone on its side, including the media,
popular opinion, SA big business, many
western governments, and even to a large
extent, the present ruling party in South
Africa. With either "solution," I'm very
pessimistic about the future.

*
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Untitled
painted wood
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PORTFOLIO

These works are not trees; they are only ink and paper. They are part of my
response to the created world around me. Artworks, like everything else, have
limitations. They do not constitute a religious experience, they are not some
pure expression of emotion, they are not a substitute for living. Nevertheless,
I think I am able to tell you something about my experience that I could not
otherwise have explained through words.
The pieces shown here have a certain atmosphere of expectancy. They are,
for the most part, intimate spaces within nature. They whisper "Pay attention
to the pineness of the trees, to the way the leaves smell, to the sky, to the
telephone pole down the road. Pay attention, because God is speaking to you
about His faithfulness, healing and power. Pay attention, because these things
are the stuff of your life."
-Sarah Taylor
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Holding on to You
Lithograph
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I Remembered Jesus on that Little Gravel Road by Matt's House
Lithograph
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Everywhere I Go I See You (Birch Trees)
Lithograph

Untitled
Acrylic on canvas

Untitled
Acrylic on canvas
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LETTERS &SUCH

The Old Lady or the last known copy of the Bible?
Not long ago, a hypothetical fire broke out in a church , and you were called to make
an ethical decision . Many of you did not make that decision on the grounds that the
question was stupid. In your case, the elderly lady died a painful death, and biblical
scholors are struggling to recreate Scripture from the fragments of their me1nory.
Others of you, however, managed to overlook the question's "absurdity" and
respond in good hypothetical sportsmanship. Due to lack of space, we can only print
two responses. We extend hearty appreciation to every individual who took the time to
submit one.

The air was thickly
perfumed with flowers.
A line of people dressed
in dark formals extended
along . the length of the
pews. I rubbed the inside
of a collar fitted too
tightly and tried to avoid
some mourner ' s wateryeyed stare. The dearly
departed' s grandchildren
stood sniffling before an
ornate vase , the ashy
contents of which used to be grandma-the
bearer of cookies and hugs reduced to a pair of
dentures in a small pile of dust. My lungs were
able to take long draughts of air again, and my
singed hair was growing back, but this elderly
woman was gone forever.
That night I had a dream. I dreamt that I
was submerged up to my knees in the cold
currents of a river. My eyes followed this river's
path to its source, a huge snow-capped
mountain. I noticed that the mountain was not
only the source of my river but also of the
hundreds of others that carved up the
countryside. Suddenly, the ground beneath me
began to shake violently and I fell backwards
with a splash. On the mountain, an avalanche
roared. The cascading rocks clogged the source,
damming all the rivers. Then everything on the
planet became still, even the rivers-which were
now thin, independent, inland lakes. As I
attempted to get back to my feet ; a wind picked
up . It cooled my drenched skin, but it raised not
a ripple on the water. The clouds rolled at an
incredible speeds over my head like white caps
on rapids, and yet the river remained calm. The
stagnant waters began to grow · warm and dark.
My feet began to sink slowly into the muddy
bottom and the sliminess of deep green seaweed
stroked my calves. Dying fish lined the shore
and stared emptily towards heaven. Mosquitoes
began to converge in swarms around me.
Overwhelmed by the river's accelarated decay, I
jerked my leg out of the warm rn.ud and slime
and ran to wash off in another stream only to find
that the others too had evolved into mosquitoplagued swamps. I realized that without the rush
of fresh water from this common source, no
body of water can live.
I awoke and thought that maybe I had
made the right decision.
-MarkRoeda

I was dreaming. There was this bull,
sticking his two horns at 1ne. Trying to
communicate something, I think, but he
wasn't speaking with his mouth. " You
see-no really-there is this old woman, a
Bible, and a church on fire ... " My head
started to spin and I grabbed the bull by
both horns in a last ditch attempt to reject
the tedious either/or of the fantastically
foolish and silly ethical dilemma. Didn't
work- he butted me right between the
eyes.
It must have been a dream within a dream,
or something Wee that, because the next thing I knew I was lying
in my bed, only my bed was not in my apartment. It was in a
church sanctuary (you know how that goes). The church was on
fire, and I can only blame myself for that because I think I was
smoking when I fell asleep. The elderly woman? She was there.
What was she doing, I wondered? It looked like she was praying.
I surveyed the rest of the situation. You guessed it. There across
the room was an unmistakable book-the last copy of the Bible
known to humanity. Bummer, I thought: Ethical dilemma.
This wasn't a time for philosophy; however, it was a time
for action. I glanced back at the woman. I was supposed to save
her? How co1ne she couldn't save me? She looked spritely
enough. It was then that I experienced the Moment, what my
brother would call a strange synchronicity and my minister
would call grace. You know, one of those brief moments in time
when you see clearly and vividly; you want to scream- out of
joy, or madness, or a combination of both. Yeah. The Moment ....
At the woman's feet , clear as day but burning quickly,
were the last known copies of the Belgic Confessions and the
Canons of Dordt. She seemed disturbed by their rapid departure
from this world, and unwilling to leave the side of her beloved
doctrinal, even as it burned and slowly turned to ashes .
I stopped to reflect. Should I try to reason with her? No
time for that. There is never enough time with these dmnn ethical
dilemmas, I thought bitterly. Undaunted though, and suddenly
inspired (where did that come from?) , I leapt to the woman's side,
muttering, "Did you ever hear the one about Calvin and
Servitus?" I grabbed the last known copy of the Belgic
Confession, burning my bare heretical hands, and headed for the
other sided of the room. I wish I could say that it was my
exhortation or my example that saved the woman, but I'm prone
to think it was an act of God. Maybe she had a Moment.
Whatever it was that moved her, she was soon by my side, the last
known copy of the Canons of Dordt in hand. Together we beat
down the flames, and I considered myself blessed to escape with
her through the narthex and out into the night air.
I was not sure who had ended up saving who or what, but
both of us had made it out alive. And there we stood on the church
lawn safe-at least for the moment-as was 1nost of the last
known copy of the Bible (all the good parts, of course) which lay
charred, but still barely legible, in the elderly lady's trembling
hands.
Cool dream, huh?
- -John Van Antwerpen
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